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Application to quarry drilling - drill & blast



The Nxx company, based in eastern France, offers for hire drilling machines specializing in production drilling in quarries (drill & blast).
The Nxx company has 18 drilling machines, 5 x Epiroc (T40, D50), 4 x Sandvik (DX700, DI450), 8 x Furukawa (HCR1550, HCR1800, ..) and 1 x TMB 28A.
Nxx's main customer is the Ty group, a world leader in the explosives sector which has a drilling division in France. For its quarry drilling activity, Ty in addition to
its own machines, permanently rents drills from Nxx. The machines are spread over the whole of France.
Nxx's 18 drilling machines are each equipped with a PocketLIM drilling parameter recorder.

To monitor the maintenance of its drill rigs, thanks to the PocketLIM installed on all machines, Nxx uses the online service Drill @ LIM which allows it to obtain
the following information which is essential :
- Real-time geolocation of drilling machines;
- Real-time alerts on engine or hammer incidents via email requiring rapid intervention;
- Continuous information on the hours of use of the engine and the hammer in order to plan machine shutdowns for overhauls and oil changes;
- Continuous real-time information on fuel and engine oil consumption;
- Daily and monthly reports notified by email summarizing the drilling machine, the PocketLIM device number, the name of the operator, the location coordinates,
  engine and hammer hours, depths drilled (in m or ft), number of holes drilled, oil and fuel consumption and engine and hammer incidents detected..
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Installation on drilling rigs (PocketLIM)

PocketLIM in 
an EPIROC cabin.

PocketLIM in a
FURUKAWA cabin.

PocketLIM in a
SANDVIK cabin.

CANBUS LIM interface
boxes

Thanks to its technology, the PocketLIM, which has two CANBUS inputs, can easily be connected to the various CANBUS (CAN open) networks of the drilling machine.
All the drilling rigs used by the company Nxx whether they are Epiroc, Sandvik, Furukawa, TMB use CAN BUS technology to retrieve information from the various
measurement sensors present on the machine.
CAN BUS (CAN open) technology is now a standard, it is used by all drilling rigs manufacturers

Via its CANBUS interface boxes, the PocketLIM can thus connect to the machine's two main CANBUS networks and retrieve data from them.
1) CANBUS machine network, manufacturer sensors measuring GPS geolocation, drilling parameters and hammer operating data;
2) CANBUS engine network (J1939 protocol) which retrieves all engine information.
Via its 3G / 4G GPRS modem or its Wifi module, the PocketLIM can thus provide real-time information on the data coming from the various equipped drilling
machines.
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Drill @ LIM is a web application (software in the cloud) to which the Nxx hardware manager can connect at any time in order to be able to find out
about his fleet of machines. He can thus know in real time where each machine is located, who is the operator of the company Ty (indeed the latter
must give his username and password to PocketLIM when starting the machine), and consult the various production, hammer and engine parameters.
When an engine, hammer or machine fault occurs, the Nxx equipment manager is immediately informed by email notification. By consulting 
Drill @ LIM, he will immediately have information on the type and origin of the incident and will be able to remedy it if necessary.

The Drill @ LIM administrator, in this case, the Nxx equipment manager can share the information he wishes to share with any other manager. In this
case, he shares the production information (number of drilled holes, measurements, etc.) with the production manager of Ty and the machine
information  with the after-sales service manager of the manufacturer of machines.

Daily and monthly, Drill @ LIM automatically sends, with notification to the main administrator, a complete report in Excel format summarizing all the
information.

Use
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Conclusions

The PocketLIM + Drill @ LIM solution perfectly meets the expectations of the Nxx customer who wishes to
manage his fleet of machines for hire in real time.

The PocketLIM, thanks to its CANBUS (CAN open) compatible technology, can equip all the drilling
machines in its rental fleet, whatever their brands, types and models. Nxx is not blocked by the systems
of each manufacturer.

Drill @ LIM makes it possible to analyze the data and information coming from all the sensors of its fleet
of machines in a single centralized web application.

Thanks to the alerts sent to it in real time by Drill @ LIM, Nxx can react very quickly to prevent and
resolve any technical and maintenance problem, thus saving precious time. Nxx can plan maintenance
operations and overhauls (oil changes, etc.) of its machines.

Thanks to Drill @ LIM, Nxx manages the production and maintenance data of its machines as it sees fit.
He has the choice of being able to share them with his client and is independent from the manufacturer.

In terms of instrumentation, Nxx has a single system, the PocketLIM, and therefore has only one contact,
LIM whatever the drilling machine. It is therefore LIM which alone ensures the monitoring and after-sales
service. As a web application, Drill @ LIM is accessible from a smartphone.
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